IRC Beginnings
IRC, created in 1988 by Jarkko Oikarinen, is an open protocol that is mainly used for group communication in discussion forums called channels . Many IRC networks have been established at universities and other institutes. The program mIRC and other IRC clients are readily available to anyone who wants to use the IRC networks.
Once connected to an IRC network one ccould either join an already created channel or create one's own channel. The first person to create a new channel was automatically given administrator rights to run the channel as he or she saw fit (See Figure 1 ). The channel administrator or "owner" had free reign to ban unwelcome chatters, set topics, password protect the channel, or promote others as administrators. As rivalries grew between channel owners, methods were discovered to deny service to IRC users in attempts to hijack channels. There were even modified mIRC client that had point-click capabilities for launching many types of floods which could be targeted at channels or individuals. With a little help from friends, flooding off single IRC users was trivial.
Another, more effective method for channel takeover was to attack the IRC servers themselves to cause a "net split." Since each IRC network can be made up of many IRC servers connected together, a large scale attack on a single server can cause that server to drop
• Figure 1 -Attack of the Zombies (Dittrich, David 2005) or to become unsynchronized from the rest of the network. Once the attack ended and normal traffic flow resumed on the IRC server, the IRC network would resynchronize itself. Figure 2 shows how an attacker could use this method to unsynch the IRC server used by a specific channel's owner. Once the channel owner is not on the same IRC network the attacker can seize the channel's administrator rights and the attacker will retain the administrator rights even after the IRC network resynchronizes.
Programs called bots were written and employed both to aid in the execution of Distributed Denial of Service attacks and also to hold legitimate channel administrator rights in the event of a network split. The bot programs stayed in assigned channels and accepted commands from their owners. By the late 1990's these bot programs had expanded beyond IRC and were evolving into the botnets that we see today. Although we do not discuss specific points of bot evolution, it is sufficient to say that today's bots are extremely advanced and they are capable of being used in many malicious ways.
• Figure 2 -Attacker takes over channel on IRC network (Dittrich, David 2005) Botnet Uses
The use of botnets has expanded far beyond simple flooding. Today's botnets are truly blended threats which are capable of propagating in many ways and which can be used for many malicious tasks. The Honeynet Project & Research Alliance has identified ten uses for botnets (The Honeynet Project & Research Alliance 2005) . More uses, such as information warfare (Mirkovic, Jelena 2004) , are likely to exist for botnets and more uses are being created for botnets every day. The ten uses identified by the Honeynet Project are:
Distributed Denial-of-Service Attacks (DDoS)
By launching Denial-of-Service attacks from multiple hosts, attackers can consume the available bandwidth on a victim's network or overwhelm the victim's possessing power. All bot agent programs are capable of launching a variety of DDoS attacks. The most common types of attacks launched are TCP SYN and UDP flood attacks. DDoS attacks are launched for retribution, extortion, hacktivism , or merely as a show of the attacker's power.
Virtually any service running on the internet may be a target of such an attack. "Script kiddies apparently consider DDoS an appropriate solution to every social problem (The Honeynet Project & Research Alliance 2005) ."
An attacker can use this DDoS against a site to ilicit payments for protection from further DDoS attacks from the victim. Extortion is an easy way for a botmaster to make some extra money (Rajab, Moheeb Abu 2006) .
Spamming
Many bots are programmed to open SOCKS proxy services enabling them to be used to forward and send unsolicited email or spam. Today, many bots have stripped down mail servers built right into them. The availability of thousands of compromised hosts virtually guarantees that spammers will be able to daily send out huge quantities of emails in anonymity. Email phishing scams are also a major security threat that attackers are now using to gain sensitive information. Some bots even include special functions that harvest email addresses.
Although bots are responsible for a large amount of spam, a study which followed spam from botnets conducted out of Georgia Tech shows that 99% of bots sent less than one piece of spam per day on average (Ramachandran, Anirudh 2006) . This demonstrates that bots have many different uses, of which, spamming is only a small portion.
Sniffing Traffic
Bot agents can be equipped with packet sniffing capabilities. By setting the local network interface card to "promiscuous" mode, bot networks can monitor all passing traffic and glean usernames and passwords, along with other sensitive information which is sent in plain text. Additionally, sniffing traffic from other bot networks allows bot masters to gain information that can be used to commandeer bots from existing botnets.
Keylogging
Keylogging is a technique used to record the actual key strokes typed by a human sitting at his or her computer. Keylogging bypasses encrypted secure internet communications because the key strokes are hijacked before the information is encrypted. These programs can filter key stroke information to display only requested sections. For example: a keystroke logger can highlight information following near keywords such as paypal.com or myCreditUnion.org.
Spreading of new Malware
Once a new host has been compromised and recruited into the botnet, that host can then be used to compromise other hosts. All bots have mechanisms to download and execute additional exploits as they become available. Through SOCKS proxy relays bot nets can also help to spread email viruses and worms. Furthermore, botnets can be used as launching pads for non-email viruses and worms. The Witty worm, which exploits a vulnerability in IIS, was originally spread by a network of computers which were not running IIS, suggesting that it was lunched by a botnet.
Installing Advertisement Addons and Browser Helper Objects
Botnets can also be used for financial gain. A fake website can be set up and the operator of this website can negotiate a pay-per-click ad deal with legitimate internet companies.
Botnets are then used to generate thousands of seemingly legitimate clicks on the ads. Furthermore, the start page of compromised machines can be configured to execute "clicks" every time the victim uses the browser.
Botnets have also been used to install large quantities of spyware to compromised machines . Bot masters may be paid by legitimate companies on a per-client basis to install spyware. This spyware can be used to redirect internet searches and queries to the botnet sponsored websites.
Google AdSense Abuse
Similar to making money off of installing advertisement addons, botnets can be used to abuse Google's AdSense program Google AdSense offers companies a chance to earn money by displaying Google advertisements on their own websites and charges for payper-click through on searches directing back to the website. Botnets can be leveraged to click on advertisement links in an automated fashion, thus generating illegitimate statistics. Although the Honeynet Project claims that this kind of usage is relatively uncommon, At one time, Google announced that it will pay up to $90 million to settle a class action lawsuit for AdSense click abuse (Wong, Nicole 2006) .
Attacking IRC Chat Networks
As previously mentioned, botnets were originally created largely to control IRC channels and networks. Botnets are still used to control channels and bring down IRC networks today. The "clone attack" was a very popular exploit for network attacks whereby each agent in a botnet attempts to join an IRC network with a large number of clones. The ensuing flood of service requests form tens of thousands of clients brings the IRC network down. Today, DDoS is the preferred method of bringing down IRC networks.
Manipulating online polls/games
Since each agent in a botnet has a unique IP address, botnets are efficient tools for manipulating online polls or games. The votes or attempts of the bot master are effectively multiplied by the number of bots under his or her control. As the popularity of such online polls and games grow, botnet exploitation of these polls and games will likely increase.
Mass Identity Theft
Some of the previously mentioned botnet uses can be used for mass identity theft. Phishing emails, which can be sent out using bots as proxies, direct unsuspecting users to websites designed to look like popular E-commerce websites such as E-bay or PayPal.
Compromised botnet agents hosting these websites are used to harvest account names and passwords. When these sites are exposed as frauds, new sites can quickly be mirrored on other compromised agents. Keylogging or traffic sniffing can also be used for mass identity theft.
Distributed Computing
Many bots are used for their computing power. Bots often sit idle and their respective processing power can be used to host and share files, perform distributed password cracking, or anything else that may benefit from distributed computing power.
In order to understand botnets one must first understand the structure of the botnet. Although the popular botnet term "zombie" is widely used by the media, it does not appropriately describe botnet rolls (Dittrich, David 2005) . Bots can be categorized into five distinct roles:
Attacker
The attacker is the machine that is physically used by the bot master. It can be located anywhere and it can have any type of internet connection. There are reports of attackers even using anonymous, free dialup ISPs for command and control functions (Mirkovic, Jelena 2004) .
Stepping stone
The attacker uses one or more stepping stones to hide his or her true identity and location. The attacker will usually acquire telnet access to these machines and then use them to issue commands to the bot handlers or IRC channels. Most intelligent bot masters will use at least one stepping stone that is outside the United States. Due to legal issues and physical location, using stepping stones located in foreign countries make it much more difficult to trace the final hops back to the original attacker.
Handler
Handlers are computers that have been compromised by the bot master and loaded with special applications to manage agents. The handlers accept commands from the attackers by way of the stepping stones and relay those commands to waiting agents. If the handler makes connections to agents via TCP than each handler will have a list of IP addresses of agents to manage. Such agent address lists enable a forensic investigation to locate all agents managed by the handler. IRC channels may also serve as bot handlers.
Agent
The real power of the botnets lies in its agents. Agents are "blended threats," capable of launching many different types of attacks, as well as doing other functions as previously mentioned. Agents generally have the ability to propagate themselves either automatically or against targeted IP ranges.
Victim
The Victim is generally thought of as the network or system targeted by the botnet agents with a DDoS attack. It is very difficult to defend against a DDoS attack while still allowing legitimate traffic. It is also nearly impossible to tell the true source of a DDoS attack by monitoring the Victim's logs. Tracing the true sources of a DDoS attack, even with help from law enforcement, is a difficult task that is rarely accomplished.
Propagation, recruitment, and retention
The cornerstone to creating and maintaining a bot network is the retention of existing compromised hosts as well as the recruitment of new hosts. As it has been pointed out earlier, the reason DDoS attacks are so devastating is due to the large number of hosts that the attacks originate from. If an attacker was simply using a handful of hosts to attack a site or to perform other illicit activities it would be far less successful and likely be unnoticed. 1) An attacker first steals an account or uses a hosting service that can be used as a storage facility for pre-compiled malware that will be required during the attack and propagation phases. This can include scanning tools, attack tools, root kits and sniffers, lists of vulnerable and compromised hosts, and most importantly the actual tool that will be used for the DDoS attack. This account will be selected at a location that has little administrative oversight as well as a great deal of bandwidth.
2) A vulnerability scan is then performed from another compromised host or a large number of compromised hosts to identify other exploitable vulnerabilities residing within hosts. An example is a vulnerability that is within wu-ftpd. This ftp service, still currently utilized by several large organizations, has a flaw in it that allows system takeover through a buffer overflow exploit. A scanner would then scan through large blocks of IP addresses looking for this specific exploitable service. If the service is found, the IP address is then noted in a separate log file. A hybrid attack would scan for several known vulnerabilities and then write to the log file noting the IP address as well as the specific vulnerability that is discovered. This entire process is typically automated and the time required can vary based on the type of scanning used as well as the number of hosts scanned.
3) After the scan is completed and the different log files are compiled together, the next phase is exploitation of the noted vulnerabilities. In the example above, a script would be written that would gain administrative access through the exploitation of the vulnerability within the wu-ftpd service.
4) The next step that the attacker would take depends on the type of command and control method that is selected. The various types of command and control methods will be discussed in a later section. In any method, a script is used that automates the installation process and preps the host for further instructions.
A passive method would be to install a daemon that listens on an opened port on the host and awaits further instructions. A more active method would be instructing the host to download and install the latest DDoS tool from the storage repository. This tool would likely then connect to an IRC network which would then be used to further issues commands to the host. The advantages and disadvantages of these methods will be discussed later.
Worm exploits -Automatic propagation
Propagation and recruitment via a worm exploit is similar to vulnerability scanning in that a specific vulnerability is used to take control of the host computer and install the agent software. A worm differs in that it is automatic and attempts to propagate across the entire internet.
The advantage to using a worm for recruitment is that the entire process is virtually automated. The worm traverses the internet infecting hosts and installing the agent software. The infected host then attempts to communicate with a master server awaiting further instructions. Although worms may not directly contain bot agent software, most do open up a back door to the infected system, creating fertile grounds for future agent harvesting (Mirkovic, Jelena 2004) .
The downsides to using a worm to recruit additional agents are numerous. The first is that a worm spreading across the internet is going to attract a great deal of attention. Antivirus companies as well as network administrators will take evasive action to limit the worms ability to cause further damage. Law enforcement officials will also be alerted and begin forensic work to determine the source of the attacks.
Web based malware exploits -Automatic propagation
Acquiring additional hosts via web based malware exploits is an area that seems to be growing. This, in combination with phishing, has proven to be a very valuable tool in the mass recruitment of additional hosts. In a recent article, it was discovered that a group of hackers broke into a popular website and replaced an image that contained exploitable code. The website was then used in conjunction with a phishing attack to compromise "thousands" of hosts.
This method could easily be used to amass a large number of hosts extremely quickly. A downside of using this method is that these attacks are typically very large scale and noticeable.
Botnet takeovers -Manual propagation
Why bother building a massive botnet network, when you can simply take one over? As with any agent, a key requirement is the ability to communicate. The communication channels used by botnets introduce several problems to the botnet handlers. Many of the protocols that are used to send information back and forth send the login information as well as other instructions in clear text. This gives other attackers the ability to use the sniffed password to takeover the botnet network.
The following diagram illustrates a generic botnet attack process:
• Figure 4 -Attack diagram
Command and control methods
As it has been explained earlier, there are several layers of depth within a DDoS attack structure. The first step is the actual attacker, which can then be followed by a stepping stone. From that stepping stone, several handlers are managed, and finally the end agents are sent commands.
This complex structure requires a method of bidirectional communication. The attacker has to send out new target instructions as well as receive information from newly acquired agents. The two main types of communication mediums used are opening ports for listening to commands and the use of IRC networks.
Opening ports
In the early days of DDoS attacks, attackers and agents communicated via opened ports. After a host computer was compromised, a port would then be opened and a message would then be sent to a handler server that included information about the host as well as a query for additional instructions. The connection would then remain open and the handler would send out any further instructions to the agent through the open port. The handler is required to authenticate to the agent with pre-established credentials.
In the first example below, the incorrect credentials are supplied to trino, a DDoS tool. The second example includes the correct password and the individual is then granted access to the agent. Also as it has been pointed out earlier, the protocols that this method uses are typically vulnerable to session hijacking as well as sniffing. Newer versions of this tool utilize encryption for secure login as well as the establishment of secure sessions.
IRC Networks
The second type of command and control utilizes IRC network technology as shown in figure 5 . During the propagation phase, the software that is installed on the agent connects to an IRC server and awaits further commands from the administrator.
• Figure 5 (Dittrich, David 2005) Below are some example IRC DDoS bot commands. An enormous advantage of this type of attack is that the addresses of the handlers are never disclosed. Handlers simply login to the given channel, login to the bots as a collective, and then issue commands and typically exit directly after issuing the command. New agents are constantly being added to the botnet as more and more join the channel and signal that they are ready for additional instructions.
COMMAND
In either method of communication, dynamic DNS is typically used. Before dynamic DNS the agents would require an IP address hard coded into the scripts that they use. This meant that if an agent was discovered, the code could be analyzed and the computer that the code was pointing to would then be taken down or fixed. This would then result in a loss in communication between the botnet owner and the individual agents. With dynamic DNS an entry such as botcontrol.evilempire.com can point to a specific IP address that houses a master server and if this server is discovered, the entry can almost instantly be associated with a different master server on a new IP address.
Despite the obvious benefits with using dynamic DNS there are also several drawbacks. One is that the domain name needs to be registered somewhere as well as the name servers pointed at the DNS hosting provider. In learning that a registered domain name was being used to control a botnet, registrars would likely point the domain name servers to null. Drilling further down, the DNS hosting provider would also likely give up the IP address associated with the given botnet as well as point the given DNS entries to null.
One method of avoiding detection that some botnet administrators utilize is quickly changing the associated DNS pointer to the real IP address of the handler server and then quickly changing it back. Even in light of this method it is reasonable that the DNS hosting providers would keep some kind of log that would include the IP addresses of the handler servers.
Defense
Although botnets are being exploited for criminal activities, there are some precautions businesses can take to battle the bots. In an article by Ellen Messmer, she recommends several actions which include the following.
1. Stay patched a. Since there are botnets vying for more bots, it is important that systems are patched properly. Patching fixes security weaknesses in programs and can effectively reduce unauthorized access to a system.
2.
Use anti-virus/spyware a. Hosts are often compromised by malware. Viri can infiltrate a system and effectively recruit all compromised hosts into a botnetwork. Antivirus/spyware software can prevent much of this malware. This software looks for signatures or programs that have already been identified as malicious which can then be deleted before they compromise the system. 3.
Use firewalls that identify "phone home" attempts by bots a. Bots are sometimes commanded to make connections to the command and control on their own. This type of out connection is difficult to pick up but the right firewalls can detect these "phone home" attempts and then be set to block the connection ports. 4.
Block IRC ports a. Since IRC is a primary channel for botnets, simply blocking IRC ports can effectively eliminate a large portion of the botnet threat. 5.
Stay aware a. When system administrators are aware of the botnet threats and defenses, they will be much more capable of handling the problems they may face due to botnets. Cutting edge botnets are moving away from using IRC toward a peer to peer communication system. These new techniques are much more resilliant to detection and conventional protection methods. It is imperative that network administrators are aware of forthcoming threats.
There are other less wellknown defenses out there as well. One of the more recent defenses is called the "speak-up" approach. This method has the server encourage clients to automatically send a higher volume of traffic. When you encourage all clients to "speak up" by sending higher amounts of traffic they are not sitting idle to be drowned out by the bots. The authors of the article argue that since the attackers are already using most of their upload bandwith, when all clients are allowed to send higher volumes of traffic, attacker traffic will not change much. The legitimate clients however, will be able to increase upload and thus compete effectively for bandwith with the bots by gaining a greater portion of the servers. (Walfish, Michael 2006) .
Even though the botnet threat will not be totally eliminated with the previous defense guidelines, managers and business owners need to be aware of the threats that exist with botnets and be aware of how to begin combating them.
Conclusion
After a close examination of the technical issues involved in the recruitment and retention of a large botnet, the authors are absolutely shocked at the easy at which this could be accomplished. Tools are readily available for download. More and more criminals will soon discover that the risks of crime in the real world far outweigh the benefits. They will then move into the cyber arena. Botnet attacks against businesses will have financial consequences. It is imperative that Business managers are aware of the threats that are out there. There are defenses available for current methods but as attacks grow more sophisticated, defenses will need to do the same.
The rise of the machines has begun. The future implications of botnets will stretch into almost all areas of our technological society. Typically we feel that we have power over the computers and that we rule them, the future will show us however that this is not the case. A virtual army is amassing that will carry more destruction power than any man made army. If we do not prepare, we are truly at the age where the machines will rise.
